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' R ~ A E K S  O.N A DPNAMIC SSIFICATION OF CLIMATES 

El doctor KARL W BUTZER, de Mulheim, Alemania, es profesor de Antmpo- 
looía v Geografía de la Universidad de Ch ica~o  Previamente ha sido investiaa- - 

o %on .el Dr. Carl i r o l l ,  y profesor de Geografía de la Universidad de 
, Madis0.r: .En. 1954 recibió,: con honor . ' e ~ "  Matemáticas; su B. Sc: en la 

dad,McGill, i.nstituci.ón..que luego .le:confir ió un M. Sc. en Meteorolpgla. 
957 obtuvo el grado D r .  rer. nat. en Geografía Física, de la Universidad & 

Climatic classifica,tion, as tic summarization of selected climatic data, has 
long-been and will presumably remain a problem for geographers. With some 60 published 
cllmatit classlfications in the geogtaphical literature, the theme itself is not an edifying 
me. Climatic classifications have generaiiy been delineated with the distribution of 
non-climatic phenomena in  mind. Theoreticdy, climatia classifications could be devised 
according to the planetary distribu.tion of one or niore of the following elements: 

., . a. great soil groups 
b. gradational processes 

J c. water resources 
d. plant life i. native vegetation 

ii. agricultural~crops 
,e. animal life 
f. human comfort or energy levels 
g. climate serzsu slrzcto. 

However a strict classification af climate according to the principie of "climate 
h r  its own sake" is seldom attempte4: Indeed what significance does a 64OF isotherm 
or a 12 inch isohyet have unless it is related to plant factors, human comfort, etc. Of 
iaiií, the statistical values employed in existing classifications only the value of 32'F, as 
the freezing temperature of water under certain ideal conditions, has a really objective 
existence. This means that, if one disregards the distribution of the non-climatic phe- 
nomena listed above, it is impossible to provide rneaningful statistical uriits of climate, 
so for example on the basis of temperature or precipitation. I t  may be permissible to 

- speak of climates qualitatively as being hot, cold, seasonal, etc. but such dístributions 
could nat rhen be shown on the map. The only logical independent classification of 
&ma%e accotding to strictly climatic criteria would be genetic. Any other classifica- 

, tiori o£ clirnates is necessarily applied in purpose. 
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The Purpose of Genetic Classification 

Al1 climatic classifications in widespread classroom use today, with exception of 
those used in certain Russian texts, are "applied" in character, most frequently COXIS- 

tructed on the basis of plant life. In  a broad way most climatologists will agree that 
such classifications are a useful teaching device on a high school or unspecialized college 
level. This is a delicate point, and it is not my intention to touch upon this controversy. 
In  a recent review F. Kenneth Hare (1960) has expressed feeling for a necessaiy 
subdivision in climatological instruction. Hare beiieves that one level should be des- 
igned for the general geography student who needs a descriptive dimatology as part 
of the description of the earth as the home of human society. But, according to Hare, 
another level of climatology must serve the needs for dimatological specialists, who 
may act as skilled and authoritative interpreters between geography and meteorology 

The problem then arises whether an "applied" or a genetic classification can best 
serve the requirements of instruction in regional rnacro-dimatology at the intermediate 
or advanced level. 1 am personally convinced this question cannot be answered as an 
"either--orn proposition, rather, it is simply a question of purpose. 

Graduate or research level regional climatology cannot be divorced from the 
synoptic-dynamic approach, as Hettner had already stressed in 1930 (p .  7-8). But what 
regions are to be most effectivel~ used? Continents or political units are unwieldy, as 
several distinct genetic ciimates may occur within the region so chosen. Similady 
empirical-descriptive climatic types defined on the basis of convergence of various 
physical phenomena are unsatisfactory as a framework for genetic-dynamic discussion. 
This statement, 1 believe, requires a brief elaboration. The greater number of climato- 
logy texts in the English language give their genetic treatment of regional climates 
within the framework of Koppen's climatic types. At a general level this may be quite 
adequate, as there is a broad convergence between the planetary wind belts and Kop- 
  en's natural eco-zones. At an advanced level however. such a unit becomes unsatis- 
factory and lacks scientific accuracy. One glaring example is the climatic identity of 
the Ganges and lower Mississippi vaiIeys in the Koppen system. Koppen himself 
implicitly admitted the divergence between his general climatic units and his wind and 
circulation provinces (Plates 1 and IX, 1923 and 1931 ). 

If one could admit that continental, political or "appulied" climatic type-regions 
do not best suit the purposes of dynarnic regional climatology, what does? Hettner 
first raised this issue in 1911 when he criticized Koppen for de-emphasizing climatic 
causation. At the same time he proceeded to outline climatic regions on a genetic 
basis. 

Hettner's Genetic Outline of Climatic Regions (1911) 

Hettner (1911; 1931, p. 83-85) argued that a scientific classification must be 
based on climatic genesis, and should primarily emphasize general characteristics: air 
circulations, precipitation, radiation and temperature. Apart from his general climatic 
types he also outlined specific genetic regions (Gebiete der atmospharischen Zirkulahn 
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auf den Kontinenten: 1911; 1931, p. 30-36). The regional types he outlines are given 
in Table 1. 

I t  may be noted that this admittedly incomplete and not uniform characterization 
of the world's genetic climatic provinces by Hettner is the first of its kind. Its intel- 
lectual antecedents are to be sought in A. 1. Voeikof via Hettner's teacher A. Kirchhoff 
(Hettner 1930, p. 10).  The available synoptic-dynamic data of the time was however 
deficient, so that Hettner's classification is chiefly of historicai and methodological 
interest today. 

In the first edition of his volume Klimate der Erde Koppen (1923; p. 301-2, 
plate IX) outlines seasonal wind or circulation zones, which could well have been 
carried a step further into a synthetic characterization of climates. These first steps 
were followed up by Flohn only in 1950. 

A similar attempt at climatic classification on the basis of mean annual pressun 
distributions by P. 1. Brounow in 1925 (cited by Alisov et  al. 1956, p. 151-153) has 

_not been effective or successful. 

In 1929 a revolution in the methods and approach of climatology was ushered in 
by Thor Bergeron's plea for a "dynamic" climatolugy employing airmass concepts and 
frontal theory (Bergeron, 1930). (') Only now was the empirical and theoretical 
framework available, whereby an effective and consistant regional breakdown of ge- 
netic climates became possible. 

The Airmass and Frontal Classification of R. P. Alisov (1936) 

The Bergeron idea was systematically followed up by the noted Russian dima- 
mlogist B. P. Aiisov in 1936 (see also Alisov et al. 1956, p. 119-141). Alisov delineated 
the boundaries af his regions according to the seasonal positions of the statiscal or 
dimaíological fronts. The zones between these broadly latitudinal belts were subdivided 
according to seasonal or permanent dominance of airmass types, and again subdivided 
according to  geographical considerations, namely: 1 )  continental and maritime sections 
as reflecting the distribution of land and water, and 2 )  eastern and western coasts as 
reflecting circulation features. In practice these last subdivisions are neglected and 
o d y  7 major divisions are identified and located on the map by Alisov. 

Although acceptable as a natural and logical system, as it stands tllisov's classifica- 
tion requires revision. So, for example, it is weakened by emphasis of "arctic" and 
"equatorial" airmass types. Neither airmass type is admitted as a really distinctive class 
by most authors today. Although a case could be made that m T m  is a characteristic 
airmass of the equatorial trough, airmasses of the polar regions are anything but aredly 

( 1 )  Hettner (1930, p. 7-8) also regards the synoptic approach as the most promising avenue for 
modern climatology to follow. He considered i t  capable of providig more than a climatographical 
study of statistical facts. Rather he contended that only the synoptic weather map can express 
the aperiodic day-to-day variation of weather and hence also climate. 
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uhiform and are seasonally rather variable. Similarly the arctic ftiont is- a p o o r  bonndaq2 
criterion, at least for the northern hemisphere continents. Also, few of the boundaries 
given on Alisov's map coincide with the usually accepted average seasonal locations 
of these fronts (including the Russian literature, e.g. S. P, Chromov; d950)..& closer 
inspection, then, Alisov's system is not fully satisiactiory in its details. -A criricism 
c ~ u l d  hlso be made of the general. approach, in pafticuhr the primazy me o£ arbitrarily, 
selected statistical features (climatoiogical fmnts) and only "econdary dse of ~ e & y ~  
dynamic units or entities (airmasses~.* This is b o h  out by Aliwv's subsequent detailed 
description of the climatic types which is not dynamic but genetic, and in general does 
not provide a major improvement of Hettner's older genetic treatment. 

.. ~S 1 

The Circulation Classb/icatim of H. Flohn (1950) . J > - >  - a- J S 

2 '  l " . L 
Unaware of Alisov's important contribution, -33. Flohn publishe& a tather-different 

classification in 1950. Its specific aim was to materiahe Hettner's plea for a modern 
genetic classification. Atkthe same time Flohn followed üp Koppen's (-1923,) seasonal 
wind belt analysis and suggested sl. meam -6f integratiori .between the, widely m-edd 
Koppen system and a true dynamic approach. G. T. Trewartha has effectivdy integrated 
the two in the third edition of An lntroduction to Climate (1954). 

/ 

S Flohn proposes two critefia: 1 ) mean seaso~lal ,wind components" at $00 - 2000q, 
and 2.) effectíve vertical motions as egpressed by predpitation periodici~y, intensity, 
and frequency. On these bases he distinguishes 6 major zones (Table III), These are 
shown on Koppen's hypothetical continent as well as on7 a meridian.cfoss-section, al- . . 
though unfrotunately no better cartographi given. 

< * '  - 
This consistent system has been carefully constructed and is theoreticdy sound. 

Ir-has the decíded advantage that a certain measure ~f~integration with ,rhe phy$iolo- 
gical -units of climate and eco.regions, expressed in +the empi~ícal descriptive dassifim 
tion systems of Koppen and others, is feasible. Yet shch a wind belt and precipitation. 
type classification is no-t'necessadp better than one based on airrnasses. Flohn emphaS 
sizes that airrnasses al-e too .inhomogeneous, h t h  horizontally and verticdly, and oubject 
to extrmely rapid modificatiun.- True as  this cettainly is, ir does- nai ipvaiidate €he3 
aiimass concept. No one familia; with sjrnoptic wbrk can dispute that airmasses are 
sufficiently real and practicable, dthough they canílot always be statistically defined 
by certain themodynamic Wopekties and'lapse late conditions as cettain authors have 
claimed. 

1 I 1 , ." - 
3 -  

A Dynamic System of Climates based on Airmass CharrtcterMíca - 1 ,  

' "  

~Fbsiíbly, however, a dynamic analysis based primqily ofi the seasonal' dominame 
01- "lnterplay of theG four major airmass Types f-mP, MT, cP, c T )  wil l~in  the long sun 
prove most acceptable for both a genetic and dynamic synthesis of weather and climate. 
rhe details can be improved by ,giving auxiliary consideration to the number of months 
with maritírne or continent? airmasse,~ domingnt, to:seasofiaI or semi-permanent airmass 
source regions, ~limatolo~ical ironts, wind and pressure bdts. Such , a  synthesis would 
be based upon Alisov's original airmass provine concept. , a 
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A n t m m p t  .to a & i m  thia has bmn made 5-1 Tabte.llVidpaitW-e-I^qapq'presented. 
Although the dynamic system of climates suggested here as a working hypothesis cannot 
be* iptegrated with 'an .mp&ical dmsificatioi~ imch as ' KoppeaaS: i t ,  mayi'. Eje preferable 
for a discussion of regional dynamic climatology. Units so obtained are particulary 
saitable ,fm &$mas or s J i r r o ~ ~ i c ~ c l i r n a t ~ e s . ~  a y  *by ~ 6 n s i ~ g ' s o u r c e  tegims and 
ar' laf typi4sei;f.mass exchange can + t u  fundamental pnnciple of meridional energy 
tramfer be integrated into a realistie rrosirept.,of -the >general circulation. Such regions 
of dominant vertical airnws- t r a q s h ~ a t i o n  , a doininant horizontal heat transfer are 
by definition more "dynatiiic" than average seasonal wind or pressure fields. 

- ' , 3: 2 ,L *,- ,' - - J 1 . -. .'J 1 i - . - va.; m $.a;@ Q T .  ,*- Y-3 -, 
,- h y  classifition mhsy nCIrmr~ri&zemairr- ciiggesttve if it should serve a wider 

purpose. A rigid emphasisi of-bioiindaries: --- whch -are here explicitly designed to be 
general --- would impair the possibilities of any dynamic classification as a working 
td Each reglon s i ~ g g e s d  rinisi sbiatisly be subjected.tct.nt sear~hi* d y i d i c  analysis 
aiíd c h a r m r i z a t i ~ ~ á n d  &cdi&iration;intro&d accor$ingly. There may, for example, 
prove to be no satisfactmy dyn.amic$eason;£or~spa~ating classes l? and 2?. The distinc- 
tions of maritime and continental provinces are made on the basis o£ seasonal O? 

anipal domima&: of ma~irime 6r i tonr inentaLairm~sd~ Obviousiy therrumqiat present, 
m sdsfactory statisticp dni- iifimassi,irequenq. far any;~ ~ r t  of the world outside of 
~ t a ~ n ~ n a ~ t h e r n ~ h m i ~ p h e r e ,  middle latitude ares ,  Consquently crude approximations 
bkkd m-i s e ~ o n a l  precipltation and duratiompf ,sainy seanson were used. In general, 
numerous oversimplificaticm: have b a n  necessaty. - '  

n l  Xhe ques t i~a  may thenn be ~ a k e d ,  i s ~ i t  at al1 possibk to devi~e-a  ~dyaámicf classi- 
flcztitm o£ cliniatesl omr the:&asis of .contcrmaporhrp kdwkalge of world synoptic clima- 
tology? In  fact, it may be argued that ,our p ~ a e n t . ,  knowledge is so imperfect, that a 
dynamic or genetic classification might contain serious factual errors, so obscuring 
rather thm ' imprGving our uqdersianding of w811Id.i$iniates. 1 Unless , *syhtheois and 
evaluations of contemporary information are attempted, however, no visible progress 
is made. Things must be thought about and attempted, and it is in this sense that 
the suggested dynamic classification is presented here. I t  will fully serve itsl ~ U P ~ D S B  

if it shows that dynam rve a teaching function 
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3. Tropical Monsoon Climates. Seasohd reversals of pressurd and wind systems. 

4. Trade-wind Climates. Trade whds or allied circulations throughout the year. 

5 .  Etesian Climates. Transitional between the tropical and ; extra-tropical circu- 
lations, with t r d e  wind or allied cirddations in summer. 
westerlies ahd ihiddle-latitude cyclone in winter. A con- 
tinental subtype is distinguished. 

6 .  Extra-lropical mwitime Climater. Westetlies and miadlet latitude disturban- 
res dominant thtoughout the year, liriiited to the oceans 
and west coasts of the continents. 

7 .  Extra-fropkal continental Climates. Disturbed westerlies" are weakened and 
frequently interrupted by periods of light circulation; not- 
able seasonal fli^ictuiiflon.s of pressure. 

8.  Extreme Continental Climates. Extreme interior Iocationb affected by topo- 
graphic barriers &e tharacrerized by s'hbdued non-periodic 
but large seasond variations of prt~sure. Anticydonic 
circulation permanent in wínter, local circulations with 
lower pressures dominant in summer. / 

9. Extra-tropical "monssoonal" Climates. Middle-latitude eab coasts located in 
the lee of the westerly circuiation, modified by a localized 
monsoonal-type circulatioh. 

10. Polar Climates. Anticyclonic circulations frhged by eastekly wind belts. 

TABLE 11. 

Dynamic Provinces according to Alisov 

PROVINCES CHARACTERISTICS 

1 .  Zone of Equtorial Airmasses (humid tropics). Located between the equator 
and the low-sun seasonal positions of the ITC, considered 
as the source region of equatorial airmasses. 

2 .  Zone of  Equatoriab Monsoons ( winter-dry tropics). Lckated between the 
high-sun season extreme positions of the ITC, including 
those subequatorial areas with alternating continental and 
maritime circulations of "monsoonal" type. 

3 .  Zone of  TropicaJ Airmasses (low-igtitude arid zone and trade- wind belt). 
Located between the summer positidn of the ITC and 
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winter position of the polar front, permanently occupied 
by tropical airmases. 

ransitiond Zone ( hurnid lower middle latitudes). Located 
between the season4 positions of the polar front, with 
tropical airmasses d~miqant  in summer, modified polar 
airmasses in winter. 

4. Temperaie Zone (higher middle latitudes ). Lacated between the sumrnet 
position of the polar front and wintet position of the 
arctic front, winth polar airmasses dominant aii year. 

6 .  Subarctic Tramitiond Z o n ~ .  Located between the seasonal positions of thc 
arctic front, dominated by polar aitmasses in summer, 
arctic airmasses in winter. 

7 .  Arctic Zqge, Dominated by arctic airmasses all year. 



Table 111. - Dymanic Provinces according to Flohn 
- - 

y ZONE ' PREClPlTATlON -WINDS2 "TYPICAL 
PREsSURE ' W I N D  BELTS Summer Winter Koppen Climate 

1. lnner tropics 
i 

2. Outer tropics 

Equatorial westerlier or dol- 
drums 2 8 months 

Equatorial westerlies ( < 8 
months) alternating with trades 

6. Subpolar zone L i m i t a  reinfall 

7. Hingh polar zo 

-- - -- 

by Flohn are a s  follows: 

Trades or subtropical high 

Subtropical high in sumer, 
westerlies in winter 

Middle latitude westerlies 

Westerlies, ~ i n  part also polar 
easterlies 

Polar easterlies and westerlies 

Polar easterlies 

Af, Am - - 

: T equatoriaj westerlies or doldrums 
P tropical .eastqlies (trades) 
W middle fatitudq westerlies 
E pol$"easterlie$ 

- - -  3 .  

Aw. in part 

BS, BW 
- - 

Cf, in part 
also Cw 

Df, Dw 
- - 

E T  



Table IV. A Dymanic Clasification based en Airmass Characteristics 

ZONE 3 DOMINANT AIRMASS NUMBER O F  AIRMASS PRESSURE OR 
WINTER SUMMER MONTHS SOURCE 4 WIND SYSTEM 

WITH MARITIME REGION 
AIR 'MASSES DOM- (if any) 
INANT 

Equatorial (1) mT =mT 1 0  - 12 Doldrums and equatorial westerliea 

5 - 12 .... -... 
- 

Subequatorial (2a) cT mT "Monsoonal" circulations, ITC zone 
(2b) CT mT-  cT 0 - 4 - I in summer 

5 - 12 mT 
- 

Tropical (3a) cT, mT m T  Trades and 
(3b) cT cT 0 -  4 cT - 1 Subtropical highs 

- 
Transitional (4ai) mP- mT mT 7 - 1 0  (mP) 

(4bi) mP- mT CT 5 -  7 ( C T )  1 
(4aii) cP  m T  5 - 12 . .. 

(4hii) cP cT 0 - 4 ( c l )  

Subpolar (5ai) m P  mP- mT 10 - 1 2  m P  
(5aii) cP  m P  5 - 7 (mP) 
(5b) cY cP - cT O - 4 C P  

Polar 

Winter westerly regimes of 
the west coasts 

(6a) c P  m P  0 -  4 (cP) - 
(6b) CP m P  0 -  4 CP 1 Polar easterlies - 

Middle latitude east coasts - 
Middle latitude interiors 

Higher latitude west coasts 
Higher latitude east coasts 
Higher latitude interior5 

3 "a" subdivisions ref'er to "maritime" as opposed te continental regions ("b"), while (i) subdivisions 
refer to the western coasts of the continents as oppo~cd  to the eastern coksts (ii), (Maritime and continen- 
tal here imply seasonal or annual dorninance of maritime or continental airmasses, rather than "continen- 
tality" in the conventional sense). 

8 
CD 

5 
Z 
C1. 

o m 

4 Seasonal airmass source regions indicated in parentheses. 
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